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This Is Who 
We Are
Twenty years ago, we reinvented the security 
system. And we’ve been innovating ever since.  
Today, our services protect millions of home 
and business owners, including our own friends  
and families. Alarm.com’s industry-leading 
security and automation services are only 
available through licensed security experts, 
who deliver professional design, installation 
and 24/7 monitoring.

At Alarm.com we Build for the Future, Attack 
Work, Deliver Exceptional Service, Own Our 
Success, Win Small Everyday, Invest in Team 
and make sure to Keep it Fun along the way.

We’re proud of our story. But it’s your story— 
our employees, partners and customers—that  
matter most to us.
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Build for 
the Future
By taking small steps as individuals, we can 
make a huge impact on the Alarm.com brand. 
Whether you realize it or not, you interact with  
the Alarm.com brand every day—with every 
email sent, PowerPoint presented and company  
t-shirt worn, you are an extension of our brand.  
We must all work together to present Alarm.com  
in a clean, cohesive and professional manner to  
our partners and consumers. Your participation  
is crucial to the success of our brand and we can’t  
do it without your help!

By using only approved versions of our logos, 
standardizing your email signature, creating 
PowerPoint presentations with our corporate 
template and using our corporate font—to name  
a few examples—you can become the ultimate  
Alarm.com brand champion. Learn how you can  
contribute by jumping to the page links below.

Logo Usage (8)

Logo Misuses (18)

Brand Font Montserrat (24)

Email Signature (35)

PowerPoint Template (37)
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A Visual  
History
The Alarm.com logo that we know today  
has morphed and changed over time to better  
represent the times and our company.

A visual history of our company’s logo through  
the years serves as a reminder to never forget 
where we came from and to always strive  
to be the best in the world.

Note: All past logos displayed in this section or otherwise  
are not permitted for current use. Using an outdated logo  
is in violation of our brand standards.

2002

2003

2004

2007

2013

2016–PRESENT

2014

2008

2005
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Corporate 
Logo
The Alarm.com logo is a visual representation 
of the Alarm.com brand. It’s important to note  
that the logo is not the brand alone—though 
it is a part of it—nor is it considered an icon.  
Rendered in our corporate colors, it consists 
of the shield, company name and registered 
trademark symbol. When using the Alarm.com  
logo, the proportion of the components may 
never change. The shield and name may never  
be broken and used separately, or used in an 
arrangement not provided by, or previously 
approved by, Alarm.com. See the Logo Misuses  
section for further guidance.

The horizontal Alarm.com logo is the preferred  
version, and should be used in its two-color 
format whenever possible. The vertical logo 
is a secondary option that may be used when 
placement of the horizontal logo would cause 
illegibility, extreme downsizing, or when the 
vertical logo would better utilize the allotted 
layout space.

To access Alarm.com logo files:  
tinyurl.com/alarmppt.

Primary Horizontal Logo Anatomy

Primary Horizontal Logo

Secondary Vertical Logo

S H I E LD 
(LOGOMARK)

S H I E LD CAR E T

S H I E LD O U TLI N E

S H I E LD D OT LOGOT Y PE D OT

CO M PAN Y NAM E (LOGOTYPE) 

R EGIS TE R E D TR AD E M AR K

http://tinyurl.com/alarmppt
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Alarm.com Orange

PMS  1595 C  |  152 U
RGB  228.112.30
HEX  #F26A21
CMYK  0.71.100.3

All White Logo

Pure Black

Inverse Orange 
and White Logo

All Black Logo

Pure White

Primary Orange 
and Black Logo

Logo Colors
Alarm.com Orange, Pure Black and Pure White  
are the only colors the Alarm.com logo may 
appear in. There are four color variants of the 
logo: primary orange and black (orange Shield 
Dot/Caret/Logotype Dot with black Shield 
Outline/Logotype/Registered Trademark), 
inverse orange and black (orange Shield Dot/ 
Caret/Logotype Dot with black Shield Outline/ 
Logotype/Registered Trademark in white),  
all white and all black. 

The Alarm.com logo may not exist in any other  
colors or color combinations, besides those 
approved above.
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Logo Clear 
Space
To uphold the integrity of the logo, it is crucial 
that no other visual elements interact with  
or compete with the space the logo occupies.

The logo clear space is the minimum required 
barrier relating to object proximity. It is visually  
represented as one Alarm.com logotype “A” 
away from all points of the logo, represented 
by the light gray border for illustrative 
purposes only.
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Alarm.com  
for Business 
Logo
The Alarm.com for Business logo can be used 
when discussing our offerings for business 
related products and services that reside under  
the greater Alarm.com umbrella. The Alarm.com  
for Business logo encompasses both small and  
medium business (SMB) and enterprise solutions,  
as well as all sub-verticals within those groups.  
This logo should be used for materials in which  
offerings for businesses is the sole focus. When  
portraying both business and residential services  
in the same piece of material, the primary 
Alarm.com logo is required. 

For example, this logo may be used on business- 
related social media, ad campaigns and trade  
show exhibits that aim to highlight our services  
and offerings specifically for the business 
application.

Primary Horizontal Logo

Secondary Stacked Logo
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Powered by 
Alarm.com 
Logo
The “powered by” logo is used to designate  
Alarm.com’s technical relationship with its 
partners. When used with a partner logo,  
the proportion of the ‘powered by’ wording, 
shield and company name may never change. 
The ‘powered by’ lockup with the Alarm.com  
logo may never be broken and used separately,  
or used in an arrangement not provided by 
Alarm.com.

As with the corporate logo, the horizontal 
‘powered by’ logo is the preferred option, and  
should be used in the primary orange and black  
format whenever possible. The secondary 
stacked logo is allowed when placement  
of the horizontal logo would cause illegibility 
or extreme downsizing, or when these logos 
would better utilize the allotted layout space.

Primary Horizontal Logo

Secondary Stacked Logo

Example Partner Lockup
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Works With 
Alarm.com 
Logo
The “works with” badge is used to designate  
Alarm.com’s relationship with manufacturers  
and hardware partners who offer products 
and devices that integrate with the Alarm.com  
platform. It can be used on product packaging,  
marketing collateral, documentation material 
and websites where the connection should  
be promoted.

When using the ‘Works With’ badge, proportions  
of the ‘Works With’ wording, badge outline, 
and Alarm.com logo should never change.  
The badge elements should never be broken 
apart and used separately.

Note: To verify product certification status,  
email ProductMarketing@alarm.com.

Works With Badge

mailto:ProductMarketing%40alarm.com?subject=
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Alarm.com  
Academy 
Logo
The “Alarm.com Academy” logo should be used  
on the Academy Online site, when discussing 
items specific to in-person or virtual partner 
related training materials, and/or for training 
related events (such as in tandem with the 
PowerUp logo).

Primary Logo

Alternate Logo Colors

All White Logo

Inverse Orange 
and White Logo 
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Certified 
Technician 
Logo
The “Certified Tech” logo should only be used  
by individuals who have an active certification 
through the Alarm.com Certified Technician 
program. Alarm.com Certified Technicians are  
permitted to use the logo for personal branding.  
When using this logo, proportions of ‘Certified  
Technician’ words, shield and company name 
may never change. This logo is not to be used  
at an organizational level—it is only authorized  
for use by individual reps.

Note: For questions on logo usage or the certification 
process, visit the Partner Portal or reach out to 
Academy@alarm.com.

Primary Logo

mailto:Academy%40alarm.com?subject=
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Authorized  
Service 
Provider 
Logo
The Alarm.com Authorized Service Provider  
logo designates the Alarm.com relationship with  
its service providers who may benefit from 
Alarm.com brand recognition. When using this  
logo, proportions of ‘Authorized Service Provider’  
words, shield and company name may never 
change. The ‘Authorized Service Provider’ lockup  
with the Alarm.com logo may never be broken  
and used separately, or used in an arrangement  
not provided by Alarm.com. The logo may be 
used in a horizontal or vertical configuration.

Primary Horizontal Logo

Secondary Stacked Logo
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Internal 
Team Logos
Internal department/team spirit is an important  
contribution to Alarm.com’s thriving company 
culture. As we celebrate team uniqueness, we  
must also ensure consistency across the company  
and our subgroups in order to maintain integrity  
of the Alarm.com brand.

For items such as apparel, signage and other 
swag items, this is the approved structure for  
teams to use for internal applications only. This  
logo may never be used on external documents  
or communications. The team logo exists only 
with the primary horizontal Alarm.com logo.

For special events or occasions, teams can also  
seek custom graphics and iconography from 
the Creative Team to promote team spirit.

Note: if embroidering, the registered trademark symbol (®)  
may need to be removed due to its size. This is the only 
instance in which the registered trademark symbol may 
be removed.

BAR

Team Logo Anatomy (Marketing Example)

Alternate Logo Colors

AL AR M .CO M  
PR I M ARY LOGO

TE AM NAM E

All White Logo

Inverse Orange 
and White Logo

All Black Logo
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Logo 
Misuses
It is imperative that the logo is presented exactly  
how it is intended. Any other use jeopardizes 
the integrity of the Alarm.com brand. The logo  
must never be stretched, pulled, flipped, rotated  
or altered in any way. The logomark must never  
be without the logotype and may only appear 
in the approved color lockups. The logo must 
always be visible against all backgrounds with 
enough contrast. Under no circumstances may  
an old company logo be used.

This is not an exhaustive list of logo misuses. 
Please contact the Alarm.com Creative Team 
if you need clarification or if you see our logo 
being misused in the world.

“.com” is missing from the logo

Shield logomark appears independently 
from logotype

Registered trademark (®) is missing

Inverted colors

Non-brand colors

Altered Shield logomark, orange fill

Altered Shield logomark, white fillShield logomark without logotype

Altered colors

Shield logomark stroke altered

Illegible background Illegible background

Low contrast

Company XYZ Security logo invades 
Clear Space

Opacity altered
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Subsidiary 
Brands
Alarm.com has experts in a variety of key 
verticals, from water and energy management  
to property management. Our subsidiaries 
are leaders and innovators in their respective 
industries. Each subsidiary brand sits under  
the larger Alarm.com umbrella, but also have 
their own unique positioning and operates with  
their respective corporate standards guides.

Utilities & Energy Savings

Critical Operational Management

Video Intelligence

Multifamily and Rental Housing

Water and Energy Management

Commercial Video

Gunshot Detection Technology
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Primary 
Colors
Alarm.com Orange is a key visual brand identifier  
in the security and SAAS industry; to achieve 
greater brand recognition orange should be used  
whenever possible. Pure black and 80% black 
provide contrast to Alarm.com Orange and may  
be used together.

Use cases for 80% black include text, as you 
see it here in this guide, to provide a softer 
reading experience.

Alarm.com Orange

PMS  1595 C  |  152 U
RGB  228.112.30
HEX  #F26A21
CMYK  0.71.100.3

Pure Black

RGB  0.0.0
HEX  #000000
CMYK  0.0.0.100

80% Black

RGB  85.85.85
HEX  #555555
CMYK  0.0.0.80

Pure White

RGB  255.255.255
HEX  #FFFFFF
CMYK  0.0.0.0
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Primary 
Print 
Typeface
Mark Pro is Alarm.com’s corporate brand font  
which should be used on all printed materials for  
internal and external uses. Mark Pro is a modern  
geometric sans serif font and was chosen for its  
strong, simple and versatile attributes.

Mark Pro contains 20 weights, case-sensitive 
forms, accented characters, super and subscript  
characters, ligatures and alternates, fractions,  
and special characters (such as arrows, bullets  
and various sets of numerals). The clean structure  
of the letterforms and unusual detailing—
particularly seen in K, R and Q—give the family  
a distinctive personality.

ABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSŠTUVWXYZŽ 
abcčćdđefghijklmnopqrsštuvwxyzž
1234567890‘?’“!”(%)[#]{@}/&\<-+÷×=>®©$€£¥¢:;,.*

Mark Pro
Mark Pro Type Specimen

Typeface

Mark Pro Extra Light

Mark Pro Extra Light Italic

Mark Pro Light

Mark Pro Light Italic

Mark Pro Regular

Mark Pro Italic

Mark Pro Book

Mark Pro Book Italic

Mark Pro Medium

Mark Pro Medium Italic

Mark Pro Bold

Mark Pro Bold Italic

Mark Pro Heavy

Mark Pro Heavy Italic

Mark Pro Black

Mark Pro Black Italic

Preferred Typeface Weights
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Primary 
Digital 
Typeface
Mark Pro is Alarm.com’s primary brand font and 
should be used for most materials. However, due  
to licensing constraints, for all web and PowerPoint  
related projects Montserrat is the alternative font  
to use. This Google web font is visually similar to  
Mark Pro, has 18 weights ranging from Thin to Black  
and many international glyphs available.

Spotting the difference to an untrained eye may 
be difficult. Key differentiators include: Montserrat  
is generally a lighter font when directly comparing  
weights (ex. Mark Pro Regular and Montserrat 
Regular), and curviness/flatness of certain letterforms  
in each family. Below are letter and number form 
direct comparisons, with Mark Pro in orange and 
Montserrat in 80% black.

R R  |  a a  |  Q Q  |  G G  |  J J  |  3 3  |  7 7

To install Montserrat on your device via Google Fonts, 
visit https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat.

ABCČĆDĐEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSŠTUVWXYZŽ 
abcčćdđefghijklmnopqrsštuvwxyzž
1234567890‘?’“!”(%)[#]{@}/&\<-+÷×=>®©$€£¥¢:;,.*

Montserrat Light

Montserrat Light Italic

Montserrat Regular

Montserrat Regular Italic

Montserrat Medium

Montserrat Medium Italic

Montserrat SemiBold

Montserrat SemiBold Italic

Montserrat Bold

Montserrat Bold Italic

Montserrat ExtraBold

Montserrat ExtraBold Italic

Montserrat Black

Montserrat Black Italic

Montserrat Type Specimen

Preferred Typeface Weights

Montserrat
Typeface

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat
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Iconography
Icons help convey ideas, visually express objects and  
actions and add to overall aesthetics. Using icons 
purposefully will communicate the core of a topic 
and aid in user engagement with touchpoints.

The Alarm.com Corporate Icon Pack is a living and 
breathing library that allows for further extension 
of the Alarm.com brand. Having a unique, custom 
icon pack provides stability and consistency to the 
brand across all mediums and collateral pieces.

Currently, as of Q2 2021, there are over 200 icons 
including Alarm.com-specific services and devices, 
abstract ideas and lifestyle themes.

Note: the Corporate Icon Pack should not be confused  
with the Alarm.com native app UI icons. When referring 
to specific features within the app, the UI icons should 
be used. For more information on UI icons:  
https://alarm.frontify.com.

To access the Corporate Icon Pack which includes PNGs 
and SVGs in various colors: https://tinyurl.com/alarmppt 
(navigate to Resource Library > ADC Corporate Icons) 

For access to the Adobe Creative Cloud Library, please 
contact the Creative Services Team.

Alarm.com Corporate Icon Pack Samples

https://alarm.frontify.com
https://tinyurl.com/alarmppt
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O PE N

AR M E D AWAYLI GHT O N

LOCK E D

CLOS I N G

AR M E D S TAYLI GHT O FF

U N LOCK E D

CLOS E D

D ISAR M E DO PE N I N G

In-App UI 
Iconography
Glyphs make up a much larger universal mono- 
chromatic icon set. These icons can be scaled and  
colored as needed. The glyph icon set includes 
smaller variations of the device icons, as well 
as all UI and navigation icons.

HD Icons are visual representations of the devices  
alarm.com supports; they are larger, more 
illustrative versions of Glyph icons. They use 
both color and symbols to convey status. While  
each representation of its physical device should  
be distinct, the entire family of icons should be  
visually unified through concept and execution.  
HD Icons will typically live inside of a ring,  
on a device card.

To access Alarm.com’s Signals design system guidelines: 
https://alarm.frontify.com/

To access the glyph library: 
https://bitbucket.corp.adcinternal.com/projects/UX/
repos/iconography

Glyph Icon Samples

HD Icons Samples

Glyph Icon Device States Samples

https://alarm.frontify.com/
https://bitbucket.corp.adcinternal.com/projects/UX/repos/iconography
https://bitbucket.corp.adcinternal.com/projects/UX/repos/iconography
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Illustrations
The official Alarm.com illustration pack was tailor-
made for the company. The whimsical, refined style  
compliments the overall voice of the brand.

The illustration library contains full residential and  
business scenes with indoor and outdoor situations,  
various buildings and structures, unique characters 
that range in age from infant to senior, a wide variety  
of relevant objects, vehicles and ecosystem hardware.  
A light gray shield shape—which may be skewed and  
rotated on an axis—should be used at all times with  
full scenes. These illustrations should be used when  
photography does not fit the specific tone or space.  
These branded illustrations should also be used before  
any stock illustration is considered.

The corporate illustration style takes diversity into  
consideration by showcasing a variety of abstract 
skin tones and hair color combinations that adhere  
to the Alarm.com color palette. However, some 
restrictions apply to combinations of skin and hair 
colors to ensure enough contrast and visibility. For 
example, orange hair may only be paired with a light  
gray skin tone.

Character hair and skin tone color combination standards

Illustration style example

HAI R 
CO LO RS

S K I N 
TO N ES
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Imagery & 
Photography
Alarm.com has a vast library of in-house generated 
photography and video for both residential and 
business use.

General themes include: lifestyle shots of various 
interiors and exteriors of multiple building types, 
camera angled views of spaces, Alarm.com specific  
devices highlighted in real life scenes, unbranded 
technicians installing devices and interacting with 
customers and customers interacting with their 
surroundings and devices. These images, often  
featuring the same actors, allow for easy storytelling  
and should be used before stock photo consideration.

If needing to select a stock photo, it is important  
to consider technical aspects such as resolution/size,  
clarity, contrast, appropriate lighting, aspect ratio  
and camera angle. Photos should also be aspirational,  
showcase realistic scenarios, generally appeal to a 
middle-class target audience and include diversity 
of cultures and skin tones. Overall tone should air 
on the side of content, serious or convey a general 
sense of “peace of mind.”

When selecting images for business verticals, 
commercial scenes should showcase an enterprise  
or industrial setting, while SMB should showcase 
“Mom & Pop” style boutiques and storefronts.

Alarm.com In-House Stock Imagery examples

Non-branded technician with residential customer Residential scene with devices in background

Close up of device Doorbell camera view (must show full body)

Non-branded technician at residential install Camera view of residential interior

Business scene with devices in background Camera view of same business scene interior
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Brand Identity 
System Design
Below are common brand identity system design 
components used across various mediums. This is not  
an exhaustive list of styles and should not be seen 
as restricting any evolution or creativity, but rather 
serve as a general reference resource.

Orange Photo Overlay 
This style is achieved by converting an image to black  
and white and adjusting the values in Photoshop. 
An orange 100% multiply layer is added on top  
of the photo layer, followed by another orange  
layer set to normal at 65%.

Shield Shape Containers and Masks 
The shield shape used in the Alarm.com logomark 
can be rotated and skewed for use as color-filled and  
image containers for designs. A general rule of thumb  
is to only show two sides of the shield when bleeding  
off the edge of a design.

Angled Shapes 
Angled/slanted rectangular shapes may also be used  
throughout designs.

Note: A single design piece should have a consistent style.  
For example, if masked shield shapes are being used in  
a booklet design, angled slanted shapes should not also 
appear in that same document.

Orange Photo Overlay example

Shield shape used as a color-filled container and photo mask example

Angled Shape example
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Patterns
Patterns may be added to designs to provide  
a textural element and generate further interest.

Dot Grid 
Dots on the grid may be subtracted, leaving gaps, 
for unique horizontal and vertical configurations. 
The opacity of 80% black may change depending  
on needs, or can be used in orange.

Filled and Outlined Shield Shapes 
Filled orange, outlined orange, outlined 80% black 
and outlined 50% black shield shapes may be scaled  
proportionally and overlapped to add visual interest  
to a design. Line thickness of outlined shapes may 
also be altered.

Icon Collage 
Primary service icons (security, lights, locks, etc.) from  
the Corporate Icon Pack may be collaged to form 
a pattern. Color and blending modes may change.

Dot Grid Filled and Outlined Shield Shapes

Icon Collage

Pattern Swatches
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Clay Device 
Containers
Alarm.com is generally categorized as a tech  
company and our mobile app should therefore  
be displayed in the most up-to-date technology.  
The corporate device design is referred to as  
a “clay” style that loosely resembles a standard  
iOS device with some ambiguity factored in. The  
Alarm.com app should never appear in older iOS 
(ex. iPhone 7) or Android mobile devices.

Mobile phone, tablet (horizontal and vertical 
configurations), laptop and watch containers 
may be used in black or white to showcase 
our customer app and partner interfaces.

Clay styled device containers (not to scale)

Device family example
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Digital 
Presence
The favicon, social media profile images, and 
app store icons are the only exceptions where 
the Alarm.com Shield may be broken from the  
Logotype, as “Alarm.com” will typically appear 
in plain text directly next to these items.

A favicon is defined as an icon associated with a  
URL that is variously displayed, as in a browser’s  
address bar next to the site name in a bookmark  
list. The most common favicon size is 16x16 px,  
but may also appear as 32x32 px. Profile image  
sizes vary by site. Common sizes include:

110x110 px (Instagram)

170x170 px (Facebook)

180x180 px (Glassdoor)

250x250 px  (YouTube)

400x400 px (Twitter, LinkedIn)

Social Profile Images

Favicon

App Store Icons

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn

Instagram

YouTube

Glassdoor

Consumer app MobileTech
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Corporate 
Email 
Signature
Everything that is sent into to the world—big 
or small—is a crucial opportunity to convey  
the Alarm.com brand and it must be intentional  
and consistent. The email signature is a common  
touchpoint for the Alarm.com brand and only 
with the help from each and every employee 
can we ensure consistency.

Alarm.com utilizes Opensense to transform 
a simple, plain text signature into a branded 
signature across all devices. This template allows  
for simple as well as complex signatures on both  
desktop and mobile devices.

To set up your custom email signature:  
https://smart.alarm.com/mysig

A simple Corporate Email Signature example

A complex Corporate Email Signature example

https://smart.alarm.com/mysig
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Giveaways 
& Swag 
Items
When the Alarm.com logo appears on apparel  
and other giveaway items, for both internal 
and external uses, it is important the brand 
is accurately and appropriately represented. 
When considering an item, factors such as logo  
placement, logo size, material and quality, type  
and color are important to evaluate.

The logomark shield should never appear alone  
on giveaways/swag and the logo should never be  
too small to distinguish. The item’s color should  
provide enough contrast for logo visibility. Item  
colors that work well include white, black, and 
gray. If selecting an orange object, instruct 
the vendor to use the Alarm.com orange PMS 
color value whenever possible.

For questions or further guidance, please contact  
the Creative Services Team.
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Corporate 
PowerPoint 
Template
The Alarm.com Corporate PowerPoint template  
should be used for all external or larger internal  
presentations. This versatile template has nearly  
20 layout options as well as over 10 cover slide 
options. Because this is a digital touchpoint, 
the presentation utilizes the font Montserrat.

Several exceptions that have their own unique 
template include Alarm.com for Business, 
Bootcamp, Academy and Brown Bag.

To access the template: 
https://tinyurl.com/alarmppt

Alarm.com Corporate PowerPoint template layout samples

https://tinyurl.com/alarmppt
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Content 
Style Guide
This section lays the foundation for Alarm.com’s voice and tone.  
All other sections build on these style rules, helping us keep our 
writing clear and consistent company-wide.

With every piece of content we publish, we aim to empower  
our partners and our subscribers.

Alarm.com services protect millions of home and business owners,  
including our own friends and families. That’s why we’re committed  
to giving partners and subscribers the best possible content  
to help them make the most of our products and services.

Voice & Tone

To keep our writing clear and consistent and achieve our content  
goals, we make sure that when we write:

We are professional, yet personal.
We aim to be informal, but also informative. We focus on clear, 
concise communication with a human touch. We lean towards 
casual copy without sacrificing credibility.

We cheer on our partners and our users.
We don’t succeed unless our partners succeed. We arm our 
partners with innovative tools to help them take their business 
to the next level and helpful content that’s easy for their 
customers to digest.

We are confident, but not boastful.
No other company knows the smart security space better than 
Alarm.com. We put our collective expertise to work every day 
on behalf of our partners and subscribers while communicating 
to them in a familiar, accessible way.

We focus on the positive.
As a modern security provider, Alarm.com provides more than just  
safety solutions—we also offer control, convenience and peace 
of mind. Our content highlights the benefits of total protection 
without fearmongering.

Style Tips

Follow these six basic rules of good writing, regardless  
of the media or platform.

1. Be conversational. Do not write overly technical or formal copy.  
Tip: Read it back to yourself. If it feels formal or stilted, revise accordingly.

2. Be organized. Some people read every word, others skim. Help  
everyone by grouping related ideas together, use descriptive 
headings and always lead with the most important content.

3. Be concise. Use fewer words and simple sentences 
whenever possible. 
Tip: Ask yourself—are there any words to cut without changing the meaning?
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4. Be clear and specific. Avoid vague language, use active voice  
and adverbs and adjectives sparingly.

5. Be consistent. Stick to the copy patterns and style points 
outlined in this guide.

6. Be inclusive. Consider diverse perspectives and circumstances  
when writing on behalf of Alarm.com. Remember that our 
solutions help millions of homes, businesses and families 
from various backgrounds.

Grammar & Mechanics

Alarm.com adheres to the AP Style Guide. AP style provides 
consistent guidelines in terms of grammar, spelling, punctuation  
and language usage. 

Please refer to the most recent AP Stylebook for a full list of grammar  
and mechanics rules to follow when writing on behalf of Alarm.com:  
https://www.apstylebook.com/.

Note on the Oxford Comma: Per the AP Style Guide, we do not use the Oxford  
comma unless omitting it would cause a misunderstanding.

Alarm.com Terminology

Our company’s legal entity name is “Alarm.com.” ALARM.COM® 
is a registered service mark of Alarm.com. Unless your intent 
is to direct a user to our website, always remove the hyperlink 
from Alarm.com if it appears by default.

Capitalize the proper names of Alarm.com products, features, 
pages and tools. For hardware product naming conventions, 
refer to alarm.com/hardware. 

Please follow these additional suggestions regarding certain  
Alarm.com terminology for consistent and clear communication.

1. When referring to partners, use a lowercase ‘p’ unless you’re  
referring to the Premier Partner Program or Premier Partners.  
Here’s what that would look like:

Bronze/Silver/Gold/Platinum would all be capitalized, 
but the ‘p’ in “Bronze partner” wouldn’t

Premier Partner Program and Premier Partners would 
both be capitalized

Any reference to partners outside of the above use case 
would remain in lowercase 

Note: The same standards apply when using ‘dealers’  
in place of ‘partners’

2. Limited Availability is now Early Access. This term more 
accurately describes the period just before General Availability  
and after Beta (testing) when strategic partners gain exclusive  
access to a select quantity of new devices.

3. End-of-Life (EOL) is now End-of-Sales (EOS). This term more  
accurately describes when we stop selling certain hardware 
but will continue to support units in the field.
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Phrasing Do’s 
& Don’ts

Do Don’t

Alarm.com (or subsidiary name:  
PointCentral, Building 36, etc.)

“ADC”, “Alarm”, “PC”, “B36”

account Profile

arm, arm away, arm stay, disarm 
Arm, Arm Away, Arm Stay, Disarm 
(unless referring to buttons)

cellular module  
(when referring to Alarm.com module) 

Radio, cell

CORE Technical Support,  
CORE Support

Tech support

Crash & Smash Crash and Smash, crash and smash

customer Subscriber, End User, User

customer app, mobile app, app Mobile App

doorbell camera
Doorbell Camera, Video Doorbell 
(unless referring to VDB770)

Dual-Path, dual-path  
(always include the hyphen)

“Dual Path,” “dual path”

Early Access “Limited Availability”

End-of-Sales (EOS) “End-of-Life (EOL)”

Geo-Device; Geo-Services
Geo device, geo services,  
geolocation device

Image Sensor  image sensor 

Knowledge Base KnowledgeBase, Knowledge-Base

mobile app “Mobile App”

MobileTech “Mobile Tech,” “Mobiletech”

monitoring station
Monitoring Station, Central Station,  
central station, CS, MS

Partner Portal “Dealer Website,” “Dealer Site”

partners or service providers Dealers, dealer partners

Scenes  
(capitalize “Scenes” when referring to the  
feature that allows for control of multiple  
devices with a single command)

scenes

sub-dealer “subdealer”

Technician, Rep “Installer”

Two-Way Audio  two-way audio 

Two-Way Voice  two-way voice 

Visual Verification visual verification

Wi-Fi Wifi, wifi, wi-fi, wi fi 

Z-Wave ZWave, zwave, z wave, z-wave
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Legal 
Considerations
Copyright and trademark laws apply to much of the marketing 
content we create at Alarm.com. We display proper copyright 
notices on our websites and any other content we produce.

At minimum, these copyright notices read, “© [CURRENT YEAR]  
Alarm.com Incorporated.”

At the bottom of every page of our website, we also include  
the following footer: “© 2000–[CURRENT YEAR] Alarm.com  
Incorporated. All rights reserved. Alarm.com and the Alarm.com  
logo are registered trademarks of Alarm.com Incorporated.”

The placement of symbols that should be used on the names  
or trademarks of Alarm.com’s products and services depends 
on whether a trademark has been registered with the U.S. Patent  
and Trademark Office. The registered trademark symbol (®)  
should be used for all Alarm.com registered trademarks, such  
as Alarm.com®.  When an application for trademark registration  
has been submitted, but registration has not yet been granted, 
the TM superscript (™) should be used.

If you are unsure of the symbol to use for a product or service or have questions  
about copyrights or trademarks, please contact the Alarm.com Legal team. 


